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Abstract 
In this paper, sinc-Galerkin method based on the double exponential transformation is used for finding the 
solution  of  boundary  value  problems  which  arise  from  the  problems  of  calculus  of  variations.  This 
approximation reduces the problems to an explicit system of algebraic equations. We use some numerical 
examples to illustrate the accuracy and implementation of the method. 
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1 Introduction 
The history of the calculus of variations is tightly interwoven with the history of mathematics. The field 
has drawn the attention of a remarkable range of mathematical luminaries, beginning with Newton, then 
initiated as a subject in its own right by the Bernoulli family. The first major developments appeared in the 
work of Euler, Lagrange and Laplace. In the nineteenth century, Hamilton, Dirichlet and Hilbert are but a 
few of the outstanding contributors. 
A considerable renewal of interest in the classical problems of the calculus of variations has been both 
from  the  point  of  view  of  mathematics  and  of  applications  in  physics,  engineering,  and  applied 
mathematics. Several numerical methods for approximating the solution of problems in the calculus of 
variations are known. Galerkin method is used for solving variational problems in [1]. The Ritz method 
[2], usually based on the subspaces of kinematically admissible complete functions, is the most commonly 
used approach in direct methods of solving variational problems. Chen and Hsiao [3] introduced the Walsh 
series method to variational problems. Due to the nature of the Walsh functions, the solution obtained was 
piecewise  constant.  Some  orthogonal  polynomials  are  applied  on  variational  problems  to  find  the 
continuous solutions for these problems [4-6]. A simple algorithm for solving variational problems via 
Bernstein orthonormal polynomials of degree six is proposed by Dixit et al. [7]. Razzaghi et al. [8] applied 
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a direct method for solving variational problems using Legendre wavelets. Chebyshev finite difference 
method has been employed for solving some problems in calculus of variations in [9].  
In this paper, we solve variational problems using sinc-Galerkin method based on the double exponential 
transformation. First, in Section 2, we introduce the problems in calculus of variations and explain their 
relations with boundary value problems. Section 3 outlines some preliminary definitions and notations in 
[10-12] that are employed to derive the formulations and analysis of the sinc-Galerkin method. Also in this 
section, we report our numerical results and demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed 
numerical scheme by considering some numerical examples. We compared the result with ones based on 
the single exponential transformation which made us confirm the high efficiency of the present method.  
 
2 Statement of the problem 
The general form of a variational problem is finding extremum of  
1 2 1 2 1 2 [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )] ( , ( ), ( ),..., ( ), ( ), ( ),..., ( )) .
b
n n n
a
J u t u t u t G t u t u t u t u t u t u t dt                                        (2.1) 
To  find  the  extreme  value  of  J ,  the  boundary  conditions  of the admissible curves are known in the 
following form: 
( ) , 1,2,..., , ii u a i n                                                                                                        (2.2) 
( ) , 1,2,..., . ii u b i n                                                                                                        (2.3) 
The necessary condition for  ( ), 1,2,..., , i u t i n   to extremize  )] ( ),..., ( ), ( [ 2 1 t u t u t u J n  is to satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equations that is obtained by applying the well known procedure in the calculus of variation [2], 
( ) 0, 1,2,..., ,
ii
G d G
in
u dt u

  
 
                                                                                                     (2.4)                                              
subject to the boundary conditions given by equations (2.2)-(2.3). 
In this paper, we consider the special forms of the variational problem (2.1) as 
[ ( )] ( , ( ), ( )) ,
b
a
J u t G t u t u t dt                                                                                                                   (2.5)                                            
with boundary conditions 
( ) , ( ) , u a u b                                                                                                                             (2.6)                                                                   
and 
1 2 1 2 1 2 [ ( ), ( )] ( , ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )) ,
b
a
J u t u t G t u t u t u t u t dt                                                                                 (2.7) 
subject to boundary conditions 
, ) ( , ) ( 1 1 1 1     b u a u                                                                                                                     (2.8) 
. ) ( , ) ( 2 2 2 2     b u a u                                                                                                                    (2.9) 
Thus, for solving the variational problems (2.5), we consider the second-order differential equation 
( ) 0,
G d G
u dt u


 
                                                                                                                                (2.10) 
with  the  boundary  condition  (2.6).  And  also,  for  solving  the  variational  problems  (2.7),  we  find  the 
solution of the system of second-order differential equations 
( ) 0, 1,2,
ii
G d G
i
u dt u

  
 
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with  the  boundary  conditions  (2.8)-(2.9).  Therefore,  by  applying  sinc-Galerkin  method  based  on  the 
double exponential transformation for the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.10) and (2.11) we can obtain an 
approximate solution to the variational problems (2.5) and (2.7). 
 
3 Survey of some properties of the sinc function 
In this section, we will review sinc function properties, sinc quadrature rule, and the sinc method. These 
are discussed thoroughly in [10-12]. For solving Euler-Lagrange equations (2.5) and (2.7), these properties 
will be used extensively in construction of the sinc-Galerkin method based on the double exponential (DE) 
transformation. 
 
The sinc function. The sinc function is defined on the whole real line,  , z    by 
sin( ) 0; ,
()
0. 1,
z z
Sinc z z
z


       
                                                                                                          (3.12) 
For any  0, h   the translated sinc functions with evenly spaced nodes are given as 
( , )( ) ( ), 0, 1, 2,...
z jh
S j h z Sinc j
h

    .                                                                            (3.13) 
To  construct  approximations  on  the  interval  ( , ), ab    which  are  used  in  this  paper,  consider  the 
conformal maps 
2
2
11
( ) log( log( ) (log( )) 1).
z a z a
tz
b z b z



   

                                                                     (3.14) 
The map   carries the simply connected domain D  with boundary  D   onto a strip region 
{ : ,| | , 0}, d D t t w iv v d d                                                                                     
such that  (( , )) ( , ) ab     where  () a   and  ( ) . b    We denote the inverse map of   by 
  and define 
{ ( ): }, tt       
where 
1 ()
( ) ( ) tanh( sinh ) ( ).
2 2 2
b a b a
z t t t


 
                                                                             (3.15) 
The function 
1() t 
  in (3.15) defines a DE transformation because 
1 ( ) ( ) ( ) tt 
     behaves as 
1
2
cosh (1 ) 2 | ( )| |( ) ( )| (exp( exp| |))    as   
22 cosh ( sinh )
2
t ba
t t O t t
t




                      (3.16)                  
for a sufficiently small . Corresponding to the uniform grid points defined by  , 0,1,2,..., k t kh k     
in  d D we particularly have the sinc grid points  ( ), 0,1,2,..., k z kh k    for the double exponential 
transformation with (3.15). 
We introduce a function space 
1() d HD as  
1
1 ( ) { |  is analytic in  , ( , }, d d d H D g g D g D     
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0
()
( , ) lim | ( )|| |,
d
d
D
g D g t dt




   and 
1
( ) { : Re ,|Im | (1 )}. d D t t t d 

      
Let  () d KD
 be a family of all functions in 
1() d HDsuch that 
| ( )| exp( exp| |),  ( 0)  as  | | , g t t t                                                                                     (3.17) 
which we say that  () gt  decays double exponentially. Also, let  () d KD

 be a family of all functions in 
1() d HDsuch that  
1 | ( ) ( )| exp( exp| |),  ( 0)  as  | | , g t t t t   
                                                                               (3.18)        
which we say that  () gt decays double exponentially with respect to the conformal map    and  0   . 
Therefore, if a function  () fzbehaves 
( ) (|( )( )| ),   ( 0)  as  | | , , f z O z a b z z a b
        
then  ( ) ( ) d f z K D

  with  /2    as it is, while if  () fzbehaves 
1 ( ) (|( )( )| ),   ( 0)  as  | | , , f z O z a b z z a b
 
       
then a decaying factor 
1 () t 
   is required to multiply in order to realize a double exponential decay, so that 
( ) ( ) d f z K D

  with  /2    . 
For  () fzbelonging  to  () d KD

 with  () z  defined  by  (3.14)  there  is  an (2 1) nN   point  sinc 
approximation [13] expressed as 
1 ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) (exp( )),   ( ),
log( / )
N
jj
jN
dN
f z f z S j h o z O z jh
dn





                                                         (3.19) 
with the mesh size 
12
log( ).
dN
h
N


                                                                                                                                (3.20) 
 
The  sinc-Galerkin  method  requires  that  the  derivatives  of  sinc  functions  be  evaluated  at  the  nodes. 
Technical calculations provide the following results [10] 
 
(0) 1, ;
[ ( , ) ( )]|
0, ,
k jk x x
kj
S j h o x
kj
 
 
   
                                                                                            (3.21) 
 
(1) ()
1,
;
[ ( , ) ( )]| ( 1)
, ,
()
k
kj
jk x x
kj d
h S j h o x
kj d
kj





        
                                                                     (3.22) 
and 
2
2
(2) 2
2 ()
2
,
; 3
[ ( , ) ( )]|
. 2( 1)
,
()
k jk x x kj
kj d
h S j h o x
kj d
kj



 
 
       
  
                                                            (3.23) 
 In  order  to  illustrate  the  performance  of  the  sinc-Galerkin  method  based  on  the  double  exponential 
transformation (DE), we have applied the method to three different examples. All the results are calculated 
by using the Mathematica-8 programming. Communications in Numerical Analysis                                                                                                                                                              5 of 13 
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Example 3.1. We first consider the following variational problem with the exact solution 
t e t u
3 ) (   in 
[9]: 
1
3
0
min ( ( ) ( ) 4 ) ,
t J u t u t e dt                                                                                                                (3.24) 
subject to boundary conditions 
3 (0) 1, (1) . u u e                                                                                                                           (3.25) 
Considering the Eq. (3.24), the Euler-Lagrange equation of this problem can be written in the following 
form: 
3 ( ) ( ) 8 0.
t u t u t e                                                                                                                                (3.26) 
The  solution  of  the  second-order  differential  equation  (3.26)  with  boundary  conditions  (3.25)  is 
approximated by the presented sinc-Galerkin method based on the DE transformation. For our purpose, 
first we convert the nonhomogeneous boundary condition (3.25) to homogeneous boundary condition by 
considering the following transformation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
b x x a
y x u x u a u b
b a b a

  

                                                                                             (3.27) 
Using the above change of variable yields the following boundary value problem 
33 ( ) ( ) (1 ) 8 ,
x y x y x x xe e                                                                                                         (3.28) 
with boundary conditions 
(0) 0, (1) 0. yy                                                                                                                          (3.29) 
We consider the boundary value problem (3.28)-(3.29) in general form as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) 0. y x x y x x y a y b                                                                                   (3.30) 
In this case consider sinc approximation by the formula 
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ).
N
Nj
jN
y x y x w S j h x 

                                                                                               (3.31) 
Our purpose is applying the sinc-Galerkin method based on the DE transformation. Therefore, consider 
inner product for arbitrary function  f and g  in the following form 
, ( ) ( ) ( ) , f g w x f x g x dx
                                                                                                            (3.32) 
where 
1/2
1
( ) .
[ ( )]
wx
x 


 
We apply the inner product (3.32) for  ( , ) ( ) S k h o x   and variational equation as follows: 
( ), ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( , ) ( ) ( ), ( , ) ( ) 0, y x S k h o x x y x S k h o x x S k h o x                      (3.33) 
 
by multiplying the both side of equation in h and considering the Equations (3.31) and (3.32) we obtain: 
1/2 1/2
1/2
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
[ ( )] [ ( )]
( , ) ( )
( ) 0.
[ ( )]
bb
NN aa
b
a
S k h o x S k h o x
h y x dx h x y x dx
xx
S k h o x
h x dx
x






 





                                                    (3.34) 
Now, we apply part by part integration for first term of Eq.(3.34) and then we get 
1/2 1/2
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
[ ( )] [ ( )]
bb
NN aa
S k h o x S k h o x
h y x dx h y x dx
xx


  
                                                     (3.35) Communications in Numerical Analysis                                                                                                                                                              6 of 13 
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by using Eq.(3.30) we can write 
2
1/2 1/2
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) 1
( ) ( ) [( ) . ] .
[ ( )] [ ( )] ( )
N b j
Nj a
jN jj
S k h o x S k h o x
h y x dx h w
x x x
 
   
  
                                        (3.36) 
 
Having used the relations (3.21)-(3.23) we have 
11 [ ( , ) ( )]| [ ( , ) ( )]| ( ) ,
kk x x x x k jk
d
S j h o x S j h o x x h
d
    


                                                     (3.37) 
1 (1) 2 2 (2) [ ( , ) ( )] | [ [ ( , ) ( )]] | ( ) [ ( )] .
kk x x x x k jk k jk
d
S j h o x S j h o x x h x h
d
      


                      (3.38) 
 
From the above relations and Eq.(3.35) we obtain 
(2) 1/2 (1) 1/2
,, 1/2 3/2
1/2
2 (0)
,
() ( , ) ( )
( ) { [ ( )] 2([ ( )] )
[ ( )] [ ( )]
[ ( ) ]
}.
()
N b j
N k j j k j j a
jN j
j
k j j
j
z S k h o x
h y x dx z h z
xz
z
hw
z
 
   







 
          
  
    
 
        (3.39) 
 
Now, consider second term of Eq.(3.34). By applying the Eq.(3.32) we can obtain 
2 (0)
, 1/2 3/2
() ( , ) ( )
( ) ( ) .
[ ( )] [ ( )]
N b j
N k j a
jN j
z S k h o x
h x y x dx h
xz
 

 

                                                                (3.40) 
 
We can write third term of Eq.(3.34) in the following form 
2
1/2 3/2
() ( , ) ( )
( ) .
[ ( )] [ ( )]
b
k
a
k
z S k h o x
h x dx h
xz
 



                                                                                        (3.41) 
 
We rewrite this system which is the nonlinear systems of equations in matrix form as: 
, BW P                                                                                                                                                  (3.42) 
where 
1
22 2
3/2 2
11
( ( ) ) . [ ] ,
( ) [ ]
B I h D D


 
 
           
 
2
3/2
1
( ) , ( ( ),..., ( )) ,
[]
T
NN P h D S S z z 

 

 
Corresponding to a given function  u ,  () Du  is defined a diagonal matrix and 
2 (2)
, [] kj I   . The above 
linear system containing  (2 1) N  equations with  (2 1) N  unknown coefficients {}
N
j j N w  . Solving this 
linear system, we can obtain the approximate solution as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ).
N
Nj
jN
y x y x w S j h x 

                                                                                               (3.43) 
The errors are reported on both the set of sinc grid points 
10 { , ..., ,..., },
()
tanh( sinh ) ( ),  ,..., ,
2 2 2
N N N
j
S x x x x
b a b a
x jh j N N

   

   
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and the errors are reported on the set of uniform grid points 
0 1 500 { ,..., ,..., }, U a t t t b     
0 , 0,1,2,...,500, .
500
i
ba
x x il i l

      
The errors on these grids are 
( ) max ( ) , S i j N j N E h E x
                                                                                                                     (3.44) 
and the maximum error on the uniform grid points U is 
0 ( ) max ( ) ( ) , U j N j jn E l y x y x
                                                                                                        (3.45) 
where  () j yx is the exact solution of the given example, and  () Nj yxis the computed solution by the sinc-
Galerkin method based on the DE transformation. The examples have been solved by the presented method 
with different values of  , N  . Examples 3.1 and 3.2 are solved for  /4 d   and  /2    and also 
example 3 is solved for  /4 d   and  .    The maximum absolute errors in numerical solution of the 
Example 3.1 are tabulated in Table 1. These results show the efficiency and applicability of the presented 
method. The absolute errors of this method and sinc-Galerkin [14] and Non-polynomial spline method 
[15] are tabulated and compared in Tables 2 and 3. The plot of exact solution and the  solution of sinc-
Galerkin method based on the DE transformation (SG-DE) for  2 N   and  6 N  have been displayed in 
Figure 1. We compare the result with sinc-Galerkin based on the single exponential transformation in 
Figure 2 which shows the high efficiency of the present method. 
 
Table 1: Results for Example 3.1. 
N  h  () S Eh
   () U Eh
  
5  1.404963  3.99728×10 
-3  2.9425×10 
-2 
15  0.993459  5.75895×10 
-7  1.26519×10 
-6 
25  0.702481  2.09099×10 
-10  5.11363×10 
-9 
35  0.573574  1.87291×10 
-13  1.06635×10 
-11 
45  0.496729  1.35878×10 
-16  1.33227×10 
-14 
55  0.444288  1.59099×10 
-19  7.54952×10 
-15 
 
Table 2: Comparison results for Example 3.1. 
N  Sinc-Galerkin  SG-DE 
5  8.64656×10 
-2  2.9425×10 
-2 
10  6.47961×10 
-3  2.69859×10 
-4 
20  1.39879×10 
-4  3.18066×10 
-7 
30  6.10976×10 
-6  2.81011×10 
-10 
40  4.30248×10 
-7  3.10862×10 
-13 
50  6.92302×10 
-8  6.92302×10 
-8 
 
Table 3: Comparison results for Example 3.1( n=2N+1). 
n  Non-polynomial spline  SG-DE                                           
4  3.52887×10 
-3  6.43045×10 
-2 
8  3.96710×10 
-4  1.91817×10 
-3 
16  2.85156×10 
-5  6.28830×10 
-6       
32  1.85427×10 
-6  7.87148×10 
-11        
64  1.17167×10 
-7  7.06054×10 
-15     
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Figure 1: Exact and approximate solutions for example 3.1, ( 2,6 N  ). 
 
                    
                          Figure 2: Sinc-Galerkin (SG) and present method (SG-DE) for example 3.1. 
 
Example 3.2. In this example, consider the following problem of finding the extremals of the functional 
[8]: 
2
22
1 2 1 2 1 2
0
[ ( ), ( )] ( ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )) , J u t u t u t u t u t u t dt

                                                                                (3.46) 
with boundary conditions 
11 (0) 0, ( ) 1,
2
uu

                                                                                                                       (3.47) 
22 (0) 0 ( ) 1,
2
uu

                                                                                                                      (3.48) 
which  has  the  exact  solution  given  by  )). sin( ), (sin( )) ( ), ( ( 2 1 t t t u t u     For  this  problem,  the 
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are 
12
21
( ) ( ) 0,
( ) ( ) 0,
u t u t
u t u t
  
   
                                                                                                                                  (3.49) 
with boundary conditions (3.47) and (3.48). In a similar manner, the Eqs. (3.47)- (3.49) produce a linear 
system that contains  2 (2 1) N  equations with  2 (2 1) N   unknown coefficients. Solving this linear 
system, we can obtain the approximate solution for the system of second-order boundary value problems 
(3.47)-(3.49). We solved Example 3.2 for different values of  N . The maximum of absolute errors are 
tabulated in Table 4. The absolute errors of this method and sinc-Galerkin [14] Non-polynomial spline 
method [15]are tabulated and compared in Tables 4, 5. The plot of exact solution and the solution of SG-Communications in Numerical Analysis                                                                                                                                                              9 of 13 
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DE method for  2 N   and  6 N  have been displayed in Figures 3 and 4. Comparison of sinc- Galerkin 
method  based  on  the  double  exponential   transformation  and  based  on   the  single  exponential 
transformation are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                  
 
 
   
 
                                                        Table 4: Results for Example 3.2. 
   N                  h           
1 () Sy Eh

             2 () Sy Eh

             
1 () Uy Eh

         
2 () Uy Eh

                                         
   5          0.412204
       1.568285×10 
-4        1.568285×10 
-4          1.04794×10 
-3       1.04794×10 
-3 
   15        0.210642
         1.574787×10 
-8        1.574787×10 
-8          4.21876×10 
-7      4.21876×10 
-7 
   25        0.146818
         5.327323×10 
-12       5.327323×10 
-12        2.74562×10 
-10      2.74562×10 
-10 
   35        0.114484
      3.082742×10 
-15       3.082742×10 
-15         2.38073×10 
-13     2.38073×10 
-13 
   45        0.094628      2.366197×10 
-18       2.366197×10 
-18        3.88578×10 
-16      3.88578×10 
-16 
   55        0.081071
      2.233869×10 
-21       2.233869×10 
-21        2.22044×10 
-16      2.22044×10 
-16 
                                   Table 5: Comparison results for Example 3.2. 
         Sinc-Galerkin         Sinc-Galerkin         SG-DE                SG-DE                                     
  N                1 y                                        2 y                                     1 y                                      2 y  
  5          8.64656×10 
-2       8.64656×10 
-2       1.0479×10 
-3          1.0479×10 
-3 
  10        6.47961×10 
-3     6.47961×10 
-3       1.9721×10 
-5         1.9721×10 
-5                
  20        1.39879×10 
-4        1.39879×10 
-4       1.03092×10 
-8      1.03092×10 
-8  
  30        6.10976×10 
-6     6.10976×10 
-6       7.86675×10 
-12     7.86675×10 
-12 
  40        4.30248×10 
-7     4.30248×10 
-7       7.63278×10 
-15     7.63278×10 
-15 
  50        6.92302×10 
-8      6.92302×10 
-8       2.4980×10 
-16        2.4980×10 
-16 
      
 
Table 6: Comparison results for Example 3.2. 
         Non-polynomial spline        Non-polynomial spline               SG-DE                        SG-DE 
N                  1 y                                                                      2 y                                                      1 y                                                    2 y  
4          1.50959×10 
-3                            1.50959×10 
-3                 2.37135×10 
-3              2.37135×10 
-3 
8          1.56763×10 
-6                          1.56763×10 
-6                 9.41412×10 
-3             9.41412×10 
-3 
16        1.06058×10 
-7                                        1.06058×10 
-7                 1.99338×10 
-8            1.99338×10 
-8 
32        6.75003×10 
-9                          6.75003×10 
-9                 1.92792×10 
-12           1.92792×10 
-12 
64        4.23519×10 
-10                         4.23519×10 
-10                4.23519×10 
-10          4.23519×10 
-10 Communications in Numerical Analysis                                                                                                                                                              10 of 13 
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Figure 3: Exact And Approximate Solutions For Example 3.2, ( 1 y ). 
 
 
Figure 4: Exact And Approximate Solutions For Example 3.2, ( 2 y ). 
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Figure 6: Sinc-Galerkin (SG) and present method (SG-DE) for Example 3.2, ( 2 y ) 
 
Example 3.3. In this example, we consider the following variational problem  
1 2
2
0
1 ( )
min ,
()
ux
J dx
ux

                                                                                                                      (3.50) 
that satisfies the conditions 
(0) 0, (1) 0.5 . uu                                                                                                              (3.51) 
The exact solution of this problem is 
( ) sinh(0.4812118250 ). u x x                                                                                                           (3.52) 
In this case the Euler-Lagrange equation is written as: 
22 0. u u u uu                                                                                                                                  (3.53) 
The numerical results for different values of N are tabulated in table 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 Conclusion 
In this paper, sinc-Galerkin method based on DE transformation employed for finding the extermum of a 
functional over the specified domain. The main purpose is to find the solution of boundary value problems 
which arise from the variational problems. The numerical results show that the accuracy improves with 
increasing the number of sinc grid point. 
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                       Table 7: Results for Example 3.3. 
   N             h                          () S Eh
                      () U Eh
                                                  
   2        0.225791
                   3.11854×10 
-3               3.26191×10 
-3    
   4        0.286182                9.47259×10 
-5                9.66414×10 
-5       
   6        0.258366
                      4.36568×10 
-6                 4.31171×10 
-6        
   8        0.229735
                2.55115×10 
-7                2.54291×10 
-7         
   10      0.206102                1.73716×10 
-8                1.78906×10 
-8     
   12      0.186945
                1.40413×10 
-9                1.51658×10 
-9 
   14      0.171249
                1.84457×10 
-10               1.97952×10 
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